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YEAR 9 English  

Tell Tale  

 

Due Date: Term 1, Week 8.  
9ENY1 & 9ENR3 = Tuesday 19/3/19 
9ENR2 & 9ENR4 = Wednesday 20/3/19 
9ENY2 & 9ENY3 = Thursday 21/3/19 

Assessment Name: Tell Tale Creative Writing 

Mark:   /20 Weighting:  40% 

 

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED: 
EN5-1A Responds to and composes increasingly sophisticated and sustained texts for understanding, 
interpretation, critical analysis, imaginative expression and pleasure 
EN5-4B Effectively transfers knowledge, skills and understanding of language concepts into new and different 
contexts 
EN5-9E Purposefully reflects on, assesses and adapts their individual and collaborative skills with increasing 
independence and effectiveness 

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED: 
Composes: creates  
Transfers: moves from one to another 
Assesses: makes a judgement about the value of something in language 

TASK DESCRIPTION: 
Students are to write a short story which demonstrates their ability to compose sophisticated texts that transfers 
your skills of language concepts for imaginative expression.  The short story must assess the genre characteristics 
studied in class, the following genre characteristics must be included in your story: 

- Setting 
- Characters 
- Plot 
- Genre specific elements  

 
Students will reflect on ideas in the short stories examined in class to create meaningful characters, settings, and 
plot which reflect their studied genre demonstrating individual skills in imaginative expression.  
 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST: HAVE YOU 
o Composed a short story that is reflective of the genre studied in class? 
o Composed a short story is between 750 and 1,250 words in a sustained and engaging way? 
o Assessed your use of effective vocabulary, grammar and text style in your representation of the genre 

studied in class? 
o Composed a short story that assess the stereotypical elements in the genre through the use of an 

effectively developed character? 
o You have provided a draft for teacher feedback and self-edited prior to submission (read aloud and fixed 

mistakes)? 
o Transferred your understanding of language by effectively integrating language devices which aid 

descriptive writing? 
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MARKING GUIDELINES 
 

Guideline  
 

Mark/Grade 
- Skilfully compose a story that effectively utilises outstanding descriptive language techniques. 

Story skilfully follows a clear structure meeting all the requirements of a short story. (EN5-1A) 
- Skilfully utilises the conventions of their genre, transferring all the characteristics in an 

effective manner. Student utilises language concepts to create a story that consistently 
follows the elements of the genre. (EN5-4B) 

- Student skilfully assesses and monitors the drafting and editing of their creative piece, 
ensuring outstanding spelling, punctuation and grammar. Story utilises skilful language 
appropriate to the audience and context. (EN5-9E) 

 
17-20 

 

- Compose a well-developed story that utilises a high level of descriptive language techniques. 
Story follows a clear and well developed structure meeting all the requirements of a short 
story. (EN5-1A) 

- Highly developed use of the conventions of their genre to create a well-developed story, 
transferring the characteristics to a high level. Student creates a story that includes the 
elements of the genre. (EN5-4B) 

- Student effectively assesses and monitors the drafting and editing of their creative piece, 
ensuring well-developed spelling, punctuation and grammar Story demonstrates a high level 
of writing which is appropriate audience and context. (EN5-9E) 

 
13-16 

 

- Compose a developed story that utilises a sound level of descriptive language techniques. 
Story follows a clear and developed structure meeting most of the requirements of a short 
story. (EN5-1A) 

- Utilises the conventions of their genre to create a sound story, transferring the characteristics 
to a sound level. Student creates a story that includes some of the elements of the genre. 
(EN5-4B) 

- Student soundly assesses and monitors the drafting and editing of their creative piece, 
ensuring mostly correct spelling, punctuation and grammar Story demonstrated a sound level 
of writing which is mostly appropriate audience and context. (EN5-9E) 

 
9-12 

 

- Compose a basic story that utilises an adequate level of descriptive language techniques. 
Story follows an adequate structure meeting some of the requirements of a short story. (EN5-
1A) 

- Basic use of the conventions of their genre to create an adequate story, transferring few of 
the characteristics and the elements of the genre. (EN5-4B) 

- Student shows a basic assessment of drafting and editing of their creative piece, with 
inconsistent spelling, punctuation and grammar. Story demonstrated an basic level of writing 
which may not always be appropriate audience and context. (EN5-9E) 

 
5-8 

 

- Compose an elementary story that utilises a limited level of descriptive language techniques. 
Story has limited structure, meeting some of the requirements of a short story. (EN5-1A) 

- Elementary use of conventions, transferring little to no elements of the genre.   (EN5-4B) 
- Student assessed the story to a limited level. There are multiple spelling, punctuation, and 

grammatical errors. (EN5-9E) 

 
1-4 

 

 

 


